Apply to CUNY, be accepted to LaGuardia, and be eligible to register for Spring 2016 classes

Take the CUNY placement exams and still need to pass two or more exams

RSVP to attend a CUNY Start info session and complete the online application

Be interviewed by a CUNY Start staff person

Students with ESL placements are NOT eligible for CUNY Start**

Contact Deema Bayrakdar or Michele James at (718) 482-5137 or cunystart@lagcc.cuny.edu to sign up for one of the following dates:

What is CUNY Start?

CUNY Start is an intensive 18-week academic program that will help you pass the CUNY placement exams and succeed in your college studies. Part and full time classes are offered in reading, writing and math.

To be eligible for CUNY Start, you must

- Apply to CUNY, be accepted to LaGuardia, and be eligible to register for Spring 2016 classes
- Take the CUNY placement exams and still need to pass two or more exams
- RSVP to attend a CUNY Start info session and complete the online application
- Be interviewed by a CUNY Start staff person
- Students with ESL placements are NOT eligible for CUNY Start**

To attend one of the following info sessions, go to www.lagccstart.org and sign up.

November:
11/03, 11/10, 11/17 C-254 2-4pm
11/04, 11/11, 11/18 C-251 6-8pm
11/05, 11/12, 11/19 C-438 1-3pm
11/23 C-241 3-5pm

December:
12/01, 12/08, 12/15 C-254 2-4pm
12/02, 12/09, 12/16 C-251 6-8pm
12/03, 12/10, 12/17 C-438 1-3pm
12/21 C-425 11-1pm

Why enroll in CUNY Start?

- Improve your reading, writing, and math skills and prepare for college
- 2 opportunities to retake CUNY placement exams
- Low cost: $75 per semester, including books and materials
- Save financial aid and spend less time in remedial classes

When are classes?

March 2016 – August 2016

Full-time option:
Reading/Writing AND Math
25 hours a week, Monday-Friday
- 9:15am - 2:45pm
- 11:45am – 5:15pm
- 1:00pm – 6:30pm

Part-time option:
Reading/Writing OR Math
12 hours a week, Monday-Thursday

Reading/Writing:
- 2-5pm
- 6-9pm

Math:
- 10:30-1:30pm
- 2-5pm
- 2:30-5:30pm
- 6-9pm

During Spring 2016 CUNY Start will be part of the CUNY Start and Other Strategies Study. The purpose of this study is to learn about the best ways to help students succeed in college. Space is limited, so eligible students will be chosen by a lottery system and will have a 70-80% chance of being selected for CUNY Start. If you are eligible and agree to participate in the study you get a $20 gift card!